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It became the telephone call that was heard around the world; it was  an earthquake that set off
a world-class tsunami, and a change in  atmospheric conditions that brought an unprecedented
media hailstorm.  Ironically, it was simply President Tsai Ing-wen (蔡英文) calling US 
president-elect Donald Trump to congratulate him on his victory.

  

However,  there is much more. As the dust settles and the news wires slowly  return to normal,
what now becomes evident is that it is clearly time  for the rest of the world to wake up and
smell the coffee. Life has  moved on since World War II. Taiwan has gone from a one-party
state  imposed by a fleeing diaspora and it now has democracy. Thus, it is time  for the US and
its allies to tell the Chinese emperor that as far as  this democracy is concerned, he has no
clothes.    

  

This facade should  have ended long ago. The only thing that kept it going was that China 
agreed to help foster globalization; it helped its own cause by being  the manufacturing giant
that most nations could count on for cheap labor  and profit. It bought its way into the club, but
now even that is  changing as that juggernaut slows down.

  

The facts are there. If it  walks like a duck and talks like a duck, it is a duck. Taiwan exists as 
an independent democratic nation (yes, I know there is that dreaded “I”  word), but the reality
remains despite what the Chinese emperor says.

  

Drag  out your Montevideo standards and Taiwan fits the bill and then recall  that the Chinese
emperor liked to imagine that Mongolia was a part of  China from time immemorial. Whereas on
that issue, the flip side remains  closer to the truth. Mongolia could claim that China is a part of 
Mongolia from time immemorial.

  

Other past realities remain. The Cairo Declaration was basically a  press release to keep
Chiang Kai-shek (蔣介石) in the war. The San  Francisco Peace Treaty that officially ended the war
was finally signed  in 1951. It went into effect in 1952 and never stated to whom Taiwan  would
be given; it only stated that Japan would give up Taiwan. Could it  fall to the Taiwanese? Why
not?
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What about the “one China”  canard? Yes, that is there; the US and most nations have a “one
China”  policy, just like there is one France, one England, one Japan, one  whatever. That is
simple numerical reality. On the flip side, of course  there is “one Taiwan,” although that part of
the equation and its  history has never quite been fully examined and remains unspoken.

  

The  issue here is not that there is “one China,” but whether other nations  agree with China’s
definition of what fits into that “one China.” That  is the unspoken reality.

  

Certainly China likes to imagine Taiwan is a part of it, but this does not mean other nations
believe the same thing.

  

To  simplify this, if China believed that the moon was part of “one China”  because it was
mentioned in a Tang Dynasty poem, other nations would  agree that that is what China thinks
and believes. It does not mean they  think and believe it is true. It is time to leave the “one
China”  canard in the dustbin where it belongs.

  

The US has played its own  game and contributed to the haze. Its position has been
“undecided” for  more than 70 years since the end of World War II. It is time for it to  stop relying
on that vagary to gain diplomatic space. So much has  changed since then. Nations have been
born and borders changed; Mongolia  entered the UN. However, as far as Taiwan is concerned,
most  governments remain stuck in a time warp, bought off by China’s cheap  manufacturing
pledge. Thus they must jump through hoops in how to trade  and deal with Taiwan, but pretend
it does not exist.
   

    

This facade creates continuing outdated end-runs and back doors. Most  nations that gave up
their “embassies” in Taiwan now solve that by  simply having a “trade office.”

  

The US went a big and more  expensive step further; it created the American Institute in
Taiwan.  Mind you that is the American Institute in Taiwan, and not in the  Republic of China
(ROC), just as the US also has the Taiwan Relations  Act, not the ROC Relations Act.
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Look at all the bad effects that  the facade continues to cause. When SARS hit the region,
Taiwan was kept  out of the loop. In solving international crime, a back door must be  relied on.
There is tremendous input that this mid-sized nation can give  that is ignored.

  

Taiwan is a mid-sized nation; it ranks in the  upper 15 percent of economies in the world and yet
all still use the  back door. The temporary solution at the end of World War II has become  out of
whack and outdated. The People’s Republic of China flag has never  flown over Taiwan.

  

Taiwanese continue to strengthen their  identity. Freed of the Stockholm syndrome of the
one-party state that  the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) created, this identity is  increasing.
With direct elections of the president since 1996, the trend  toward Taiwanese identification is
evident in the elections of 2014 and  last year.

  

At the end of the day, a congratulatory telephone call  was made from Taiwan’s president to the
US president-elect. It  highlighted how long the world has lived without telling the Chinese 
emperor that he had no clothes. Perhaps it was necessary that the new  kid on the block — the
democratic nation of Taiwan — would be the one to  make the call and say let’s get real: There
are much bigger problems in  the world than this.

  

However, what about risking tension? Keep perspective. Why should  China be the only one
that can dictate the “status quo?” Who risked  tension when China shot missiles over the
Taiwan Strait before Taiwan’s  1996 presidential elections and as it builds islands in the South
China  Sea?

  

On the other side of the Pacific Ocean, Trump remains the  same person who has used the
system to avoid paying taxes; the man who  lost the popular mandate for the presidency by 2.5
million votes, but  was still able to win on a “rigged” system. He tweets in all directions  to his
moods. However, this tweet of his has hit the mark: “For too long  the world has let China set
the terms of the agreement and discourse.  The time for cutting China too much slack is over. It
is time for a new  world order.”

  

In Taiwan, on the other hand, the irony is that  while this tsunami seems to be engulfing the
world outside of the  nation, here things are quite normal for a democracy.
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Yes, the  government offices are getting their switchboards overloaded with  incoming calls,
about “the Tsai-Trump call,” but the public have other  issues, such as lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender rights, labor  laws and pension reform, which are important in building their 
democracy. Let the world move on.

  

Jerome Keating is a commentator in Taipei.
  
  
  Source: Taipei Times - Editorials 2016/12/07
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